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Introduction and summary
When Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old black man, died in the custody of Baltimore
police officers, the incident brought to a head years of community anger and
frustration with the city’s police department. The protests and violence that followed—sometimes referred to as the Baltimore Uprising—focused a national
spotlight on the city.1 But Gray’s death was only the latest grievance against a
police department that many local residents have long perceived as overly aggressive, out of touch with the community, and able to act with impunity.
The call for police reform is especially relevant at this moment. Baltimore is just
one of a number of major U.S. cities that recently have experienced tensions
between police and the communities they serve, particularly poor communities
and communities of color. The deaths of Eric Garner,2 Walter Scott,3 and others
at the hands of police sparked a national conversation on police violence, and the
Black Lives Matter movement has emerged as a powerful voice calling for reform.
The federal government has also acknowledged the need for policing reform and
accountability. Between 2009 and 2014, the U.S. Department of Justice’s Civil
Rights Division has opened more than 20 investigations into police departments,
more than twice as many as the previous five years.4 Last year, the Department
of Justice convened the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, which
released its recommendations in May 2015.5 In light of this national focus on
policing, this report proposes a series of recommendations that the mayor of
Baltimore, the Baltimore City Council, and the police commissioner of the
Baltimore Police Department, or BPD, can adopt to reform and improve the BPD.
In the weeks after Gray’s death, a coalition of local community organizations
began holding regular meetings in Baltimore to come up with a plan to move
forward. Called the Campaign for Justice, Safety, and Jobs, the coalition represents
a wide range of grassroots, civic, and religious leadership in Baltimore, including
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countless organizations and institutions that have advocated for police reform for
years. On June 8, 2015, the campaign released the following framework, which has
informed the recommendations in this report:
Effective law enforcement upholds equal justice and protects public safety by
ensuring community accessibility, transparency, and accountability. True community policing must include an intentional orientation in language, practice
and policy of police as protectors, partners and fellow community members,
rather than antagonists and occupiers of our neighborhoods, towns and cities.6
Building off of that framework, this report focuses on ideas that, together, would
make the BPD more accountable to residents, more transparent about its internal
workings, and ultimately more effective at preventing and solving serious crimes.
The six recommendations are:
1. Fire police officers who have demonstrated corruption or unnecessary violence
2. Remove the gag order on victims of police misconduct
3. Distribute body cameras to all police officers within one year and ensure that
the public has access to footage
4. Improve community policing by prioritizing, measuring, and incentivizing
problem solving and community satisfaction
5. Publish all Baltimore Police Department policies online
6. Ensure that every police officer is trained in de-escalation techniques
As broad principles, these recommendations can serve as a model and be adapted
and repurposed for other cities dealing with police-community tensions.
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A history of aggression
The Baltimore Police Department has a long history of aggressive
policing, particularly in communities of color. In 1930, the city’s black
newspaper, The Baltimore Afro-American, covered a police shooting of an unarmed black man and blamed a police captain’s policy of
“shoot first, investigate and explain later.”7 High-profile police shootings have made news every decade since,8 and police-community
relations continued to suffer, including in 1980, when the NAACP
called for a federal investigation into police brutality by the BPD. In
the mid-1990s, city leadership instituted a policy of zero-tolerance
policing,9 which led to a rise in arrests for minor crimes, culminating
in 2005, when police made approximately 100,000 arrests in a city of
640,000 people.10 More than 23,000 of those arrested were released
without charge.11
In 2010, city leadership abandoned the official policy of zerotolerance policing, but residents continued to complain of overly
aggressive police officers and their continued reliance on “quality
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of life”-style arrests for minor crimes.12 In 2013, tensions escalated
when Baltimore resident Tyrone West died in police custody after
being pulled over and beaten by police.13 In September 2014, The
Baltimore Sun found that the city had paid $5.7 million in court judgments and settlements in the previous three years for more than 100
civil suits related to allegations of police misconduct, brutality, and
civil rights violations.14
In many ways, the Baltimore Uprising was a manifestation of the
city’s failure to fulfill the promise of police reform. Since the incident,
the city’s leadership has failed to deliver. However, with the national
spotlight on Baltimore, the city’s elected and appointed officials must
respond to the long-standing demands of the community.

Recommendations
This report focuses primarily on changes that Baltimore city leadership can make
immediately, without the Maryland state legislature altering state law. Certain
state statutes, such as the Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights, provide police
officers with protections that impede accountability on the city level, but city leaders still have plenty of tools at their disposal.15 In addition, the U.S. Department
of Justice opened a pattern or practice investigation into the Baltimore Police
Department in May 2015.16 If a pattern or practice of unlawful policing is found, it
is likely that a reform agreement will be negotiated between the city of Baltimore
and the federal government. But this does not excuse Baltimore city leadership
from acting immediately to stem the tide of violence by police against the communities they are sworn to serve.

1. Fire police officers who demonstrate corruption or unnecessary
violence
The six officers allegedly involved in Freddie Gray’s death were arrested and
charged with murder within two weeks of the incident, but many in Baltimore saw
this as an exception to the rule.
From 2006 to 2015, 67 people died in encounters with BPD officers. Only two
officers faced criminal charges in those incidents, and one was acquitted.17 Over
the past three decades, at least 120 people have died in encounters with Baltimore
police, but only five officers have faced criminal prosecution for their actions.18
While it is hard to quantify arrest-related deaths and police culpability, these arrest
numbers seem disproportionately small.
Even within the police rank and file, there is a perception that justice is not always
meted out fairly and evenly. According to an internal BPD survey conducted as
part of a 2013 five-year strategic plan, many officers felt that “accountability and
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discipline were too dependent on relationships and friendships within the department, and that ‘who you were friends with’ influenced the discipline process too
much, leading to inconsistencies.”19
The commissioner of the Baltimore Police Department should take steps to ensure
that officers with a record of corruption or unnecessary violence are permanently
removed from duty.20 This will involve making changes inside the department and
advocating alongside other city officials for changes outside the department.
First, the police commissioner should add more investigators to the Internal
Affairs Division—following the lead of Prince George’s County,21 which sits
between Baltimore and nearby Washington, D.C., and had success reforming its
police department over the past decade. The commissioner should also ensure
that no officer assigned to Internal Affairs has a record of complaints about abusive
use of force.
Second, the commissioner should make the Internal Affairs Division more
transparent by releasing an annual report detailing the division’s handling of
citizen complaints. This report should include officer-specific information on all
complaints filed against the department, as well as any recommendations made
to the commissioner and any disciplinary action taken. The report should also
include data on all people who file complaints, including their age, their race, and
the location of the incident, as well as the stated reason for the officer’s interaction.
A June 2015 court case22 ruled that internal records related to a police officer’s
misconduct are exempt from the Maryland Public Information Act, but this does
not preclude the BPD from sharing this information voluntarily.23
Finally, the commissioner and other city leaders should seek systemic reforms
outside the city’s direct control. A statewide Maryland statute known as the Law
Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights, or LEOBR, provides police officers with
significant legal protections not enjoyed by other citizens. For example, the statute
provides a 10-day delay in the interrogation of an officer in matters involving possible discipline,24 which critics argue can help officers get their stories straight and
avoid disciplinary action.25 City leaders should use their bully pulpits to lobby for
state-level reform, as Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake (D) has done.26
Aside from LEOBR, another obstacle to accountability is the semiannual contract
negotiated between the police union and the city of Baltimore.27 The contract
contains several provisions that impede police accountability. For instance, offi-
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cers charged with serious misconduct are placed in front of a three-person hearing
board before the matter goes to the commissioner. The police union contract
requires that at least one member of each hearing board be of the same rank as the
officer under investigation. Advocates have argued that giving discipline power to
peer officers lowers the standard for police misconduct, since peer officers have an
incentive to shield fellow officers from meaningful investigations and discipline.28
Under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, the city council or mayor cannot bind
city negotiators with instructions about the police union contract negotiating
process. However, they can hold public hearings to gather resident input to inform
negotiators about the public’s position. The mayor and Baltimore City Council
should organize these hearings with the support of the police commissioner,
before the contract is renegotiated in 2016.

2. Remove the gag order on victims of police misconduct
The Freddie Gray incident was a reminder that sunlight is the best disinfectant.
The widely shared amateur cell phone footage of Gray’s arrest brought the case
to the public’s attention and increased pressure on city leaders to act. However, a
legal loophole in Baltimore ensures that many such allegations are kept quiet.
Victims of alleged police misconduct often agree to settle their case with the
city—in other words, they accept a negotiated payout instead of taking the case
to trial. As noted in the introduction, Baltimore has negotiated millions of dollars’ worth of these settlements in the past few years. However, the Baltimore City
Law Department has a standard policy of inserting “nondisparagement clauses”29
into these settlements that prohibit plaintiffs from discussing the details of their
cases with the public or news media. Critics describe this policy as a gag order on
the truth.30
If plaintiffs violate the gag order by breaking their silence, they risks losing the settlement reward.31 This is not an idle threat: In 2014, the city withheld $31,500 of a
$63,000 settlement from Baltimore resident Ashley Overbey, who used Facebook
to defend her allegation that police brutally assaulted her with a Taser.32
In the interest of transparency, the mayor should end this practice. This would
bring Baltimore in accordance with other cities of similar size—including
Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.—that allow victims of police misconduct to
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speak about their experience even after agreeing to a settlement and have rejected
the use of nondisparagement clauses in an effort to increase transparency in
government.33 This action would also serve as an example for other cities that have
comparably restrictive clauses, including Atlanta and Boston.
Gag orders are a convenient way for the city to suppress information about cases of
police misconduct, brutality, or other wrongdoing, including naming the officers
who are involved. Victims of police abuse should be allowed to share their stories
for the public record so that journalists, activists, elected officials, and other community members can hold police officers accountable. The city of Baltimore should
not be allowed to buy its way out of trouble when BPD officers abuse their power.

3. Distribute body cameras to all police officers within one year
and ensure that the public has access to footage
Over the past few years, there has been a rising interest in equipping police with
body cameras. The idea is popular among police reform activists, who believe the
devices would make police think twice before abusing their power. At the same
time, it is also popular among officers, who believe that cameras can reduce the
incidence of false allegations of police misconduct.34 According to a recent survey,
roughly 80 percent of police departments are evaluating the effectiveness of some
form of a body-worn camera device.35
In 2014, the Baltimore City Council passed a bill that would have required all
2,800 officers in the Baltimore Police Department to be equipped with body
cameras within one year.36 Mayor Rawlings-Blake vetoed the legislation37 and convened a task force to conduct research on privacy issues and other concerns. The
task force recommended a pilot program followed by a purchase of 2,500 cameras. The pilot program is set to begin in October 2015 and conclude in February
2016,38 at which point the BPD will select a vendor and begin to purchase and
distribute the 2,500 cameras.
While it is appropriate that Baltimore city leadership has acknowledged the
importance of body-worn cameras, the process for getting these cameras in use
needs to be hastened. After the pilot program ends in February, it will take a
number of months to distribute cameras, train officers to use them, and install
technology upgrades to support increased bandwidth, according to the BPD.39 At
a city council hearing this summer, police officials said that this may stretch out
the timeline for the full implementation of all the cameras to 2017.40
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This is too long. The 2014 city council bill called for 2,800 cameras to be distributed in one year, and that timeline can certainly be applied to the 2,500 cameras
that the BPD now intends to purchase. All cameras should be purchased and
distributed by the end of October 2016. Every day that goes by is another chance
for an unrecorded incident; there were two use-of-force incidents by BPD officers
in June 2015 alone.41
In addition to the timing question, it is also crucially important that the public
retains access to body camera footage pursuant to the current standards of the
Maryland Public Information Act, or MPIA. The MPIA already includes sufficient
privacy protections, and the mayor and city council should oppose any proposed
exemptions to the MPIA that would limit access to the footage.42

4. Improve community policing by prioritizing, measuring, and
incentivizing problem solving and community satisfaction
The city of Baltimore has a long history of overly aggressive policing. From 1999
to 2007, the Baltimore Police Department embraced a philosophy of zero-tolerance policing that officially prioritized mass arrests for minor “quality of life”
crimes.43 That led the NAACP and ACLU to file a lawsuit claiming that thousands
of people were being arrested without probable cause. The lawsuit was settled
in 2010, and as part of the settlement, the BPD agreed to officially reject zerotolerance policing.44
Since then, the number of arrests for minor crimes has declined from a high of
5,401 in 2005 to a total of 2,016 last year.45 However, the data indicate that people
of color are still targeted by police at a disproportionate rate: In 2014, black people
accounted for 93 percent of loitering arrests and 84 percent of trespass arrests,
despite making up 64 percent of Baltimore’s population.46 Moreover, officers still
rely heavily on so-called Terry stops,47 named for the court case that made it legal to
stop and search an individual based solely on suspicion of involvement in criminal
activity.48 In 2012, officers made 123,000 stops in a city of 622,000 people.49 These
stops led to the confiscation of only 9 guns, 10 illegal forms of drugs, and 1 knife.50
Most worrisome are the charges that officers are still encouraged and even
rewarded for conducting stops and making arrests. As The Baltimore Sun reported:
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Adam Braskich, a Baltimore police officer from 2007 to 2011, recalls a constant
pressure to clear people from corners, where drug-dealing often occurred. He said
officers resorted to creative measures, making arrests on charges such as loitering,
disorderly conduct and trespassing, even though the legal elements of the crime
were not always present.
Braskich further noted that officers felt pressure to “generate stats, especially
in poor, high-crime neighborhoods.” The Sun also reported that a commander
recently emailed officers and instructed them to begin a “daily narcotics initiative”
that would involve the evaluation of “daily measurables.”51
This continued reliance on stops and arrests has had devastating effects on
residents of Baltimore because it diverts officers’ attention and resources away
from more serious crimes, such as rapes, homicides, and home invasions; saddles
community members with arrest records52; and fosters distrust of the police. In
particular, a criminal record carries with it a host of societal and economic costs,
as well as barriers to employment, housing, education, and other means to economic stability.53 Even the police agree that reform is needed: In 2012, the union
that represents Baltimore police officers called for the BPD to “discontinue the
practice of rewarding statistically driven arrests.”54
In order to truly move past the remnants of zero-tolerance policing, the BPD
should stop evaluating officers on the number of arrests they make and the quantity of drugs they seize. Instead, supervisors should be encouraged to reward officers—with commendations, promotions, and transfers to elite assignments—for
more holistic achievements, such as problem solving and community satisfaction.
Measuring problem solving can be a challenge. One academic paper, reflective
of a growing consensus, encourages officers “to develop their own performance
measures in concert with their community partners,” with the ultimate goal of
improving the quality of life and solving the deep-seated problems of the community,55 whether those problems are truancy, burglary, or speeding. Ultimately,
supervisors need to develop creative and tailored performance-measure solutions
to determine if their officers are working effectively with community members to
solve problems.
Just as importantly, supervisors need to develop performance measurements
around community satisfaction. Officers should receive credit for how competently and respectfully they handle calls for service and how effective they are in
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building collaborative relationships with community members. One way to quantify this is through citizen satisfaction surveys. One model, the National Police
Research Platform’s Public Satisfaction Survey, involves reaching out to residents
who have had recent contact with a police officer and asking them to complete
a short survey evaluating the encounter.56 It has been field tested with success in
Illinois and Massachusetts.57
A renewed focus on community-oriented policing can ultimately make Baltimore
a safer city. One model is the Los Angeles Police Department, or LAPD,
Community Safety Partnership, which started in 2012. The LAPD trained 45
officers in community policing tactics and assigned them to build relationships in
two of the highest-crime neighborhoods in the city. They built relationships by,
for example, attending community events and conducting safe passages for young
people to walk safely through high-crime neighborhoods. The program successfully reduced violent crime by 70 percent in those areas, all while reducing total
arrests by 50 percent.58

From warriors to guardians: A culture shift to community policing
The task of building a truly community-oriented police department
is broad and multifaceted; indeed, it comprises one of the six pillars
of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Community Policing
report.59 No one reform will rebuild broken trust between community
members and police officers; rather, there is a need for a broader cultural shift in the Baltimore Police Department and an understanding
that officers play the role of guardian, not warrior.60 With that in mind,
two other potential reforms are offered here.

trust is nonexistent in the city’s most violence-prone neighborhoods
and express skepticism that a greater police presence would make
these neighborhoods safer.

Take steps to encourage relationship building between
community members and police

The BPD should increase the resources devoted to nonenforcement
activities during which police and community members have a
chance to meet and interact on neutral ground. The Prince George’s
County Police Department has experienced success with formal
advisory groups that bring together police and various constituencies—including youth, business leaders, the Muslim community,
and the Asian American and Pacific Islander community—for regular
meetings to discuss issues in their area. Similarly, for the past several

The safety of a neighborhood is in many ways dependent on a minimum level of trust between residents and the police department,
which is built on recurrent, productive interactions between officers
and individual residents. Many residents of Baltimore feel that this
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This kind of trust cannot be built overnight. But the BPD can take
proactive steps, modeled on the success of other police departments,
to encourage constructive relationships between police and residents
affected by violence.

years, the department has held weekly coffee clubs in each police
district, where citizens can meet with district commanders. Prince
George’s County police leadership reports that these meetings, and
the rapport built by holding them regularly, helped defuse tensions
after police shot a young man holding an airsoft gun in 2014.61

numbers compare unfavorably with other major cities. For instance,
62 percent of New York City police officers reside within city boundaries. In Philadelphia, the number is 84 percent. Other cities have lower
percentages, including Los Angeles at 23 percent and Washington,
D.C., at 12 percent.66

Nonenforcement activities can also include more casual interactions.
The BPD recently created a youth basketball league in which officers
serve as coaches and mentors.62 This type of program should be
expanded and replicated in high-crime neighborhoods.

Some cities, including Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, impose residency
requirements for city officials or police officers specifically.67 However,
cities can provide officers with preferential housing incentives instead.

A common suggestion around community policing involves officers
walking the beat, meaning increasing foot patrols, handing out
business cards, and developing personal relationships with residents.
While this is an important long-term goal, some community members have expressed concern that high levels of distrust toward police
would prevent positive interactions. The other recommendations
suggested in this section could help mitigate those concerns and lead
to a more trusting Baltimore where officers and residents develop
productive personal relationships.

Incentivize police officers to live in the communities
they serve
Baltimore offers housing incentives63 for city employees, but they
should be strengthened for police officers.
A demographic analysis by the BPD in June 2015 showed that only
21 percent of Baltimore police live in the city of Baltimore, while
68 percent live in the surrounding Maryland counties.64 The latest
federal data from 2010 provided similar numbers, showing that out
of 2,800 BPD officers, only 26 percent live in Baltimore city, including
39 percent of black officers and 13 percent of white officers.65 These
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A 2012 report by the Baltimore-based Abell Foundation found that
providing additional housing incentives would likely lead more
officers to live in the city of Baltimore. The report recommended
expanding general incentives that connect police officers with housing opportunities and more effectively communicating information
about incentives with officers. One simple step would be to create a
one-stop clearinghouse of information about housing options and to
name a point person to answer housing-related questions.68 The city
should also consider individual housing incentives such as down-payment assistance or favorable terms for loans on home renovations.
As the Abell Foundation notes, increasing the number of officers
living in the city could have a beneficial impact on community-police
relations, helping humanize police, building empathy and trust, and
leading to increased feelings of safety.69 Put another way, according
to an officer quoted in a compilation of testimony about community
policing:
Officers living in the city are more responsible to the city.
They’re not just an army coming in … they are your neighbors
... you might have gone to school together, and your kids will go
to school together. When there’s trouble in your own neighborhood, you respond more quickly.70

5. Publish all Baltimore Police Department policies online
One of the recommendations of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century
Community Policing is that “in order to embrace a culture of transparency, law
enforcement agencies should make all department policies available for public
review.”71 In fact, cities across the country—including Chicago,72 Minneapolis,73
Seattle,74 and Los Angeles75—have posted their policy and procedure manuals
online. Yet the Baltimore Police Department has not.76 In the name of transparency, the BPD should honor its promises to be more transparent and publish its
policy manual on a regularly updated website.
The people of Baltimore deserve to know the parameters in which police officers are trained to operate. The BPD’s decision to keep its manual private limits
transparency and prevents community members from productively engaging with
police leadership and elected officials when it comes to advocating for change.
One commonly cited concern is that sharing policies publicly would give an
advantage to criminals. However, a spokesman for the Portland, Oregon, Police
Bureau, which shares its manual online, told USA Today in 2012 that this is not
the case. He explained that Oregon’s manual, similar to other manuals, does not
include interview techniques, surveillance methods, or other tactics but rather
explains the department’s rules, regulations, and standards of conduct.77 The BPD
could similarly publish comparable rules, regulations, and standards that do not
put officers in harm’s way.
To illustrate the importance of transparency, consider the example of use-of-force
standards. Maryland is one of nine states with no explicit law addressing the use of
deadly force; the state instead defers to federal law and allows police departments
to set their own guidelines.78 In June 2015, when Amnesty International released
a report on the use of lethal force by police departments in the United States, The
Baltimore Sun reached out to the BPD to request a copy of the city’s use-of-force
standards. The department did not respond to the request for comment.79
The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing recommended that use-offorce standards should be “clear, concise, and openly available for public inspection.”80 In Baltimore, the standards are not open to public inspection. As a result,
there is no way to know whether they are clear, concise, or fair. The same logic
applies to countless other rules, regulations, and standards that should be available
for public review.
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6. Ensure that every police officer is trained in de-escalation
techniques
There is a fine line between a legally justified police shooting and an act of undue
aggression. According to a recent report by the Police Executive Research Forum,
or PERF:
As we look back at the most controversial police shooting incidents, we sometimes find that while the shooting may be legally justified, there were missed
opportunities to ratchet down the encounter, to slow things down, to call in
additional resources, in the minutes before the shooting occurred.81
The Baltimore Police Department has a long history of failing to de-escalate situations that could have been resolved without the use of force. The most recent
high-profile case preceding Freddie Gray’s death was the 2013 case of Tyrone
West, who died in police custody after being pulled over in his car and beaten by
police.82 An independent panel later determined that officers had failed to properly de-escalate and “potentially aggravated the situation,”83 though the officers
involved were cleared of criminal wrongdoing.
De-escalation training is lacking in police departments across the country. A
recent PERF survey of 281 police agencies found that new recruits spend a
median of 58 hours on firearms training and 49 hours on defensive tactical training, but they receive only eight hours of de-escalation training.84 Meanwhile, only
65 percent of responding agencies reported providing training on de-escalation
for veteran officers; only 5 percent of total in-service training time was dedicated
to de-escalation tactics.85
It is not clear how many hours of training academy trainees or veteran officers in
Baltimore receive; a request to the BPD was not answered. BPD officers do participate in so-called reality-based training, in which role-playing is used to practice
arrests and other potentially volatile actions.86 Also, according to The Baltimore
Sun, “several hundred Baltimore police have already been trained for ‘fair and
impartial policing’ in the hope that it will improve relations with residents.”87
These are all positive, proactive steps, but more can be done.
The Baltimore Police Department should hire an outside, community-based
agency to perform de-escalation training with every academy trainee with
refresher trainings occurring regularly throughout an officer’s career. Moreover,
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these trainings should be integrated into traditional use-of-force and tactical trainings, and the trainings should also address cultural competency and crisis intervention skills for interacting with mentally ill or special needs individuals.
As PERF notes, cities across the country have begun to revamp their use-offorce trainings to incorporate de-escalation components, along the lines of the
recommendation of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing.88 For
instance, the New York City Police Department is undertaking a massive threeday retraining of all its officers on de-escalation, communications, and tactics to
minimize use of force, and the San Diego Police Department is beginning to train
officers on emotional intelligence, helping officers learn not to take it as a personal
affront if a citizen speaks to them disrespectfully. The Oakland, California, Police
Department is teaching officers how to handle stress in threating situations.89
More broadly, there is a need to shift the mindset of police officers. As Leesburg,
Virginia, Police Chief Joseph Price said, “We need to … teach officers that at times
they may need to fight like a warrior, but most of the time they need to have the
mindset of a guardian.”90
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Conclusion
The eyes of the nation are on Baltimore. The city’s leadership has a chance to
respond to the demands of the community and make the Baltimore Police
Department a model for other cities by making the department more community
oriented, accountable, and transparent. The actual implementation of these recommendations will take leadership and a long-term commitment to changing the
culture of the department. However, it can be done.
The reforms achieved in Cincinnati, Ohio, are one good example. In 2001, the
police department received intense scrutiny for aggressive policing tactics after
police killed Timothy Thomas, a 19-year-old black man.91 Following public outcry
and a U.S. Department of Justice probe, the Cincinnati Police Department shifted
to a community policing model. It encouraged officers to interact more with the
community and agreed to improve accountability, tracking officers who received
an inordinate number of complaints. Additionally, the department became more
transparent about its policies.92
Between 1999 and 2014, Cincinnati saw a 69 percent reduction in police use-offorce incidents, a 42 percent reduction in citizen complaints, and a 56 percent
reduction in citizen injuries during encounters with police. Also, violent crime
dropped from a high of 4,137 incidents in the year after Thomas’ death to 2,352
incidents in 2014. Misdemeanor arrests dropped from 41,708 in 2000 to 17,913
last year.93
In any city, building the legitimacy of the police department is crucial to the bigpicture health of democracy. As Angela Glover Blackwell and Penda D. Hair write,
“for many, with police as the first and perhaps only contact with governmental
authority, transgressions of that authority undermine public faith in democratic
government as a whole.”94 As the first step in the criminal justice process, police
have a tremendous responsibility to exercise their power responsibly.
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The ideas in this report should resonate outside of Baltimore. As more cities
across the country are challenged to reform their police departments and improve
accountability, Baltimore’s experience can serve as an example. Although there is
no one-size-fits-all solution for police reform, the recommendations in this report
can be a valuable framework to guide police reform in other cities.
The true purpose of law enforcement is to maximize safety, decrease victimization,
and ensure that justice is served. Baltimore’s leaders have an opportunity at this
moment to turn the page on decades of distrust between police and the communities they serve. In so doing, they can provide a model for the rest of the country
and help bring policing into the 21st century.
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